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Executive Summary

YouTube is the second-most visited website in the world, and its algorithm drives 70% of watch time on the platform—an estimated 700 million hours\textsuperscript{1} every single day. For years, that recommendation algorithm has helped spread health misinformation, political disinformation, hateful diatribes, and other regrettable content to people around the globe. YouTube’s enormous influence means these films reach a huge audience, having a deep impact on countless lives, from radicalization to polarization.\textsuperscript{2} And yet YouTube has met this criticism with inertia and opacity.

In 2020, after years of advocating for YouTube to be more transparent about their recommendation algorithm and allow researchers to study the platform, Mozilla responded to the platform’s inaction by empowering its users to speak up instead. We launched RegretsReporter, a browser extension and crowdsourced research project to better understand the harms that YouTube’s algorithm can inflict on people.

37,380 YouTube users stepped up as YouTube watch dogs, volunteering data about the regrettable experiences they have on YouTube for Mozilla researchers to carefully analyze. As a result, Mozilla gained insight into a pool of YouTube’s tightly-held data in the largest-ever crowdsourced investigation into YouTube’s algorithm. Collectively, these volunteers flagged 3,362 regrettable videos, coming from 91 countries, between July 2020 and May 2021.

This report highlights what we learned from our RegretsReporter research. Specifically, we uncovered three main findings:

- **YouTube Regrets are disparate and disturbing.** Our volunteers reported everything from Covid fear-mongering to political misinformation to wildly inappropriate “children’s” cartoons. The most frequent Regret categories are misinformation, violent or graphic content, hate speech, and spam/scams.

- **The algorithm is the problem.** 71% of all Regret reports came from videos recommended to our volunteers by YouTube’s automatic recommendation system. Further, recommended videos were 40% more likely to be reported by our volunteers than videos that they searched for. And in several cases, YouTube

---

\textsuperscript{1} YouTube states that one billion hours of video are watched on YouTube daily. At CES 2018, Neal Mohan, YouTube’s CPO stated that at least 70% of this time is from AI-driven recommendations. To the extent these numbers are currently accurate, AI-driven recommendations on YouTube are responsible for 700 million hours of watchtime per day.

\textsuperscript{2} Investigations by Mozilla, the Anti-Defamation League, the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, and several other organizations, academic researchers and publications have revealed how YouTube can misinform, polarize, and radicalize users.
recommended videos that actually violate their own Community Guidelines and/or were unrelated to previous videos watched.

- **Non-English speakers are hit the hardest.** The rate of YouTube Regrets is 60% higher in countries that do not have English as a primary language (with Brazil, Germany and France being particularly high), and pandemic-related Regrets were especially prevalent in non-English languages.

Within this report, we unpack each of these findings with data analysis and ample case studies. Indeed, just a few examples from Mozilla’s research paint a vivid picture. One volunteer reported the animated video “Woody’s Got Wood,” which is a sexualised parody of the children’s film “Toy Story.” Another volunteer was recommended a debunked conspiracy theory video about U.S. Representative Ilhan Omar and election fraud. And a third was recommended a video called “Blacks in Power Don’t Empower Blacks,” which features racist and offensive language and ideas.

Mozilla doesn’t want to just diagnose the problem, however—we want to help solve it. In this report’s “Recommendations” section is clear guidance for YouTube, other internet platforms, policymakers, and the public. Some of those recommendations include:

- **Platforms must** enable researchers to audit recommendation systems.

- **Platforms must** publish information about how recommendation systems work, as well as transparency reports that give sufficient insight into problem areas and progress over time.

- **Policymakers must** require YouTube to release information and create tools that enable independent scrutiny of their recommendation algorithms.

- **Policymakers must** protect researchers, journalists, and other watchdogs who use alternative methods than those provided by platforms to investigate them.

- **People should** update data settings on YouTube and Google to make sure they have the right controls in place for themselves and their families.

This report also includes a comprehensive methodology section describing Mozilla’s research. It details our research questions, browser extension workings, analysis methods, and more.
Introduction

Sam was a 13-year-old boy who suffered from depression—and in his weakest moment he was recruited to join the alt-right. Sam’s radicalization happened in part because he went down the rabbit hole of recommended content on YouTube and other social media sites. In an interview with Mozilla, Sam’s mother explained that “Platforms like YouTube and others seem to do everything possible to avoid accountability. The companies hide behind all sorts of arguments related to free speech, but this has always seemed to me to be a convenient way to avoid their responsibility and bring more money in. Children are especially vulnerable, especially children who look to the internet for information and support.”

Sam’s story is not an isolated one. For years now, researchers and investigative journalists have documented how YouTube recommendations can lead people to the internet’s darkest and most extreme corners. While YouTube is not solely responsible for complex problems like radicalization, evidence suggests that the company’s recommendation algorithm plays an outsized part. The algorithm steers people towards this content and, once people are “in” the rabbit hole, it offers up more and more extreme ideas.

This problem with YouTube’s recommendation algorithm is part of a bigger story about the opaque, mysterious influence that commercial algorithms can have on our lives. YouTube’s algorithm drives an estimated 700 million hours of watch time every single day, and yet the public knows very little about how it works. We have no official ways of studying it. When stories like Sam’s emerge, there is no way to understand what happened and what could be changed to prevent the same thing from happening again. At its core, YouTube’s algorithm works in the interest of YouTube, not the public.

Since 2019, Mozilla has advocated for transparency into YouTube’s recommendation algorithm. Our campaign, called YouTube Regrets, highlighted 28 stories like Sam’s—stories of people whose lives were derailed, and in some cases forever altered, by their experiences on YouTube. We published these stories to raise awareness of the human impact of untrustworthy algorithms—and to pressure YouTube to be more responsible and open about how their algorithm works. A few years later, YouTube has yet to do so.

That’s why we built RegretsReporter. RegretsReporter is a crowdsourcing tool that scales up the original YouTube Regrets campaign. It empowers Mozilla’s volunteer community to contribute data about the experiences that they have on YouTube. RegretsReporter is akin to other browser extensions that use alternative methods to
study some of the most consequential algorithms in the interest of the public. These tools are not substitutes for meaningful transparency to people and public institutions, but they are the best option that we have to hold companies accountable for their impact on people’s lives.

Our intention with this research is to share what we have found through RegretsReporter. Our hope is that these findings—which we believe to be the tip of the iceberg—will convince the public, and those who serve the public interest, of the urgent need for full transparency into YouTube’s algorithms.

What do we mean by ‘regret’?

The concept of a “YouTube Regret” was born out of a global, crowdsourced campaign that Mozilla developed in 2019. We collected stories about YouTube leading people down dangerous and bizarre pathways, particularly as a result of their recommendation algorithm. That campaign was our first attempt to find out what kind of experiences people were having on YouTube. We gave no specific guidance on what these stories should be about; submissions were self-identified as regrettable. Since then, Mozilla has intentionally steered away from strictly defining what “counts” as a YouTube Regret, in order to allow people to define the full spectrum of bad experiences that they have on YouTube.

Our people-powered approach centres the lived experiences of people, and particularly the experiences of vulnerable and/or marginalized people and communities, to add to what is often a highly legalistic and theoretical discussion about what constitutes harmful content online. Our qualitative analysis was performed primarily by research assistants from the University of Exeter who used YouTube's Community Guidelines, rules that define what is allowed to be on the platform, to assess the videos and determine whether or not a video should be on the platform and/or recommended by YouTube (described further in the “Analysis Methods” section of this report). When comments were attached to videos reported to us, we used them to inform our
analysis. This methodology does not yield objective distinctions—we are surfacing subjective impressions as a starting point for further conversation and studies.

While our research uncovered numerous examples of hate speech, debunked political and scientific misinformation, and other categories of content that would likely (or have actually been found to) violate YouTube’s Community Guidelines, it also uncovered many examples that paint a more complicated picture of online harm. Many of the videos reported to us may fall into the category of what YouTube calls “borderline content”—videos that “skirt the borders” of their Community Guidelines without actually violating them. Since YouTube provides no transparency into how they define and classify borderline content, it is impossible to verify this assumption. Our research also suggests that regrettable, or harmful, experiences online are often the result of how content is targeted at someone over time, which is difficult to understand or remedy by looking at individual videos.

The recommendations that we made in this report—calling for robust transparency, scrutiny, and giving people control of recommendation algorithms—are essential for shifting power into the hands of people who are ultimately impacted by these systems.

Findings

1. YouTube Regrets are disparate and disturbing

The Summary

"Every day, millions of people come to YouTube to be informed, inspired or just plain delighted" —YouTube, 2020, “How YouTube Works”

- Reports span everything from Covid fear-mongering to political misinformation to wildly inappropriate “children's” cartoons. The most frequent categories are misinformation, violent or graphic content, hate speech, and spam/scams.
The Story

Public perception of internet platforms has soured in recent years. Facebook and Twitter — which once enjoyed the public’s adulation — are now seen as places where hateful content, incivility, and disinformation can flourish.

YouTube, however, has managed to maintain a mostly positive public image — at least compared to its peers. YouTube is still perceived by many as a platform where goofy reaction videos and helpful DIY content thrive, and a community where well-intentioned creators can flourish.

It is true that YouTube can be wonderful. The platform provides education and entertainment to millions of people everyday. But just like its peers, YouTube also has a dark side — even if it’s not as apparent in the public’s imagination.

In 2019, Mozilla set out to examine this dark side — to better understand the regrettable videos that more and more users were encountering and talking about. We labeled this type of content “YouTube Regrets,” and put out a public call for people’s experiences. The response was alarming.

Living alongside those goofy and helpful videos were a mountain of bizarre, and even harmful, videos. Mozilla heard from one person who fell down a rabbit hole of traffic collision content, watching “videos where people clearly didn't survive the accident.” A 10-year-old girl, seeking dance videos, ended up encountering videos promoting extreme dieting. “She is now restricting her eating and drinking,” her parent told Mozilla. Another person sought out affirming LGBTQ+ content, but instead found hateful, anti-LGBTQ+ videos. “I can only imagine how harmful this would be to people still figuring out their identity,” they wrote to Mozilla.

There were many other YouTube Regrets: videos championing pseudo-science, promoting 9/11 conspiracies, showcasing mistreated animals, encouraging white supremacy. It became clear to us at Mozilla that YouTube had a real problem. So we decided to investigate further, to understand the experiences that real people were having on the platform, and the role that YouTube’s recommendation algorithm could be playing in amplifying these videos.

The Data

We estimate that 12.2% of reported videos (95% confidence interval of 10.4 to 14.2%) either “should not be on YouTube” or “should not be proactively recommended,” based on YouTube’s Community Guidelines. Among these videos, the categories identified are shown in the chart below. While the research assistants who classified these videos are not experts in identifying and classifying misinformation and categories of illegal
content, this classification is based on their best judgment and what they personally found to be troubling and worthy of deeper scrutiny. We find that the most frequent categories per this classification are misinformation, violent or graphic content, and Covid-19 misinformation (which we categorize separately as it is of special interest), then hate speech and spam/scams. Other notable categories include child safety, harassment & cyberbullying, and animal abuse. It is clear that YouTube Regrets occur for a multitude of reasons, but that misinformation is a dominant problem. If the Covid-19 misinformation is combined into a single category with the rest of the misinformation, it makes up approximately a third of all categorized Regrets.

We detail some of the most notable examples from across these categories below, and our Annex contains more examples.

A volunteer was recommended a video titled “Omar Connected Harvester SEEN Exchanging $200 for General Election Ballot. ‘We don’t care illegal,’” which spreads an unfounded claim about U.S. Representative Ilhan Omar and voter fraud in the 2020 U.S. election. In a comment, the volunteer wrote that they kept getting recommended extreme right wing channels, despite watching primarily wilderness survival videos, suggesting that this recommendation was part of a larger pattern whereby politically extreme content was continuously targeted at the volunteer.
A volunteer reported a video titled “BILL GATES HIRED BLM “STUDENTS” TO COUNT BALLOTS IN BATTLEGROUND STATES” which spreads the unfounded and accusatory claim that the founder of Microsoft hired young people from ethnic minorities to commit election fraud.

A volunteer reported a video called “The Elites Who Control You” which features a person impersonating a politician or 'elite', stating that they use and lie about Covid-19 as a fear tactic in order to control the masses.
A volunteer reported a video called “7 jokes ending in tragedy”. The stories in the video are very distressing and the thumbnail used for the video is disturbing and shows a lot of blood.

A volunteer reported the animated video “Woody’s Got Wood,” which is a sexualised parody of the children’s film “Toy Story”.

A volunteer was recommended a video called “Blacks in Power Don’t Empower Blacks” which features offensive and racist language and ideas.
A volunteer was recommended a video called “El Arca - It's Literally Furry Noah’s Arc” which they categorised as being bizarre. The video suggests that the children’s film it is discussing contains sexual and adult content and talks about this in depth.

A video called “‘Biggest fraud' in US history—up to 300,000 fake people voted in Arizona election: expert | NTD” was recommended to a volunteer.

A volunteer reported a video called “[Documentary 2020] [Adrenochrome — The Darkest Drug of Them All]” which features a QAnon conspiracy theory about the harvesting of children’s blood.
2. The algorithm is the problem

The Summary

“When recommendations are at their best, they help users find a new song to fall in love with, discover their next favorite creator, or learn that great paella recipe. That's why we update our recommendations system all the time—we want to make sure we're suggesting videos that people actually want to watch.” —YouTube, 2019, “Continuing our work to improve recommendations on YouTube”

- **Around 9% of recommended Regrets have since been taken down from YouTube, including several which were taken down after they were recommended for violating the platform’s own Community Guidelines.** Recommended Regrets that were later removed from YouTube had a collective 160 million views at the time that they were reported.

- **Recommendations are disproportionately responsible for YouTube Regrets.** 71% of all Regret reports came from videos recommended to our volunteers, and recommended videos were 40% more likely to be regretted than videos searched for.

- **YouTube Regrets tend to perform well on the platform.** Reported videos acquired 70% more views per day than other videos watched by our volunteers.

- **Regrettable recommendations are often unprovoked.** In 43.3% of cases where we have data about trails a volunteer watched before a Regret, the recommendation was completely unrelated to the previous videos that the volunteer watched.
The Story

In 2020, an investigation by HuffPost told the story of an 11-year-old girl named Allie. Allie was unknowingly filming skits acting out sexual fantasies of predators who found her YouTube channel and would make requests, like asking her to pretend that she fainted on camera. What’s worse, the HuffPost investigation concluded that YouTube's recommendation algorithm was actually helping predators find channels like Allie’s. This disturbing investigation revealed the downside of “algorithmic promotion,” and what can happen when seemingly “innocuous” videos that do not violate YouTube’s Community Guidelines—like videos of children bathing, doing gymnastics, spreading their legs—are algorithmically grouped and targeted to people who are heavily engaged by that content.

Allie’s story is a disturbing real-life example of how YouTube’s automated recommendations can make videos “go viral” without considering the context in which those videos are being viewed. Since YouTube is an open content recommendation system, meaning that it recommends user-generated videos without undergoing a vetting process, the decisions made by the algorithm can be more consequential (and more risky) than platforms like Netflix, which only host and recommend content that has been vetted by humans.

Many platforms which automate recommendations of user-generated content rely on algorithms to identify and moderate content. But these algorithms are incredibly limited, and they have to work alongside algorithms designed to recommend content that will “engage” people, based on signals like how long they watch a video. Taken together, this means that algorithms must weigh, among other things, predictions about how likely a video is to engage someone with predictions about how likely a video is to violate YouTube’s Community Guidelines. That’s a big responsibility, and one that can pit commercial incentives against peoples’ welfare.

Our research turned up several cases where YouTube’s algorithm seemed to do a poor job of balancing these dual responsibilities. We identified several cases where YouTube’s algorithm recommended videos that actually violated their own Community Guidelines and other content policies and were later taken down from the platform, only after racking up millions of views. Our research also found that the recommendations surfaced by YouTube’s algorithm were disproportionately responsible for the bad experiences that our volunteers had on YouTube, compared to search or other ways that volunteers could come across videos on YouTube. We also found that YouTube Regrets that our volunteers reported had quickly gained significant viewership compared to other videos on the platform. These examples raise serious questions
about how YouTube prioritizes the various decisions that their algorithm must make, and what trade-offs arise along the way.

YouTube’s algorithm is more puppeteer than puppet. What it recommends, why, and how those decisions are made really matters—especially in situations like Allie’s. During a US Senate Judiciary Committee hearing in April 2021, Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) asked YouTube to commit to releasing information about how many times they recommend a given video, not just how many times that video is viewed. This information is critical to understanding the role that YouTube’s algorithm plays in the virality of content, and could’ve helped to understand how Allie’s videos, for example, were recommended by YouTube. The YouTube representative would not commit to sharing this critical information.

The Data
Several of the recommended Regrets reported to us have since been taken off of YouTube. YouTube uses a combination of people and machine learning to find content that violates their policies and take it down from the platform. Yet these systems often make mistakes, and when combined with automatic recommendations, in some cases YouTube ends up amplifying content that violates their own rules. Among videos recommended to our volunteers and then reported to us, a total of 189 have been taken down as of June 1, 2021.

In some cases, YouTube provides a specific reason for why the video was taken down (e.g. Community Guidelines violations, copyright infringement, hate speech laws, or that the video was deleted or made private by the uploader). But in nearly 40% of the cases we analyzed, videos were simply labeled “video unavailable,” without identifying the reason why they were taken down.

Collectively, these videos had racked up a collective 160 million views, an average of 760 thousand views per video, accrued over an average of 5 months that the videos had been up at the time they were reported. It is impossible to tell how many of those views were a result of YouTube’s recommendation algorithm, since YouTube does not make this data public, but we know that they were recommended at least once (to the volunteer who reported them).

Our data allows us to calculate Regret rates, or the proportion of regretted videos out of the videos that a volunteer watches. This rate can be broken down by various factors—for example, the entry point that took the volunteer to the video (e.g. search, recommendations, direct link). We analyzed two main entry points of interest:
- Searches represent cases in which the volunteer enters a search query and then watches one of the resulting videos that YouTube serves in response to the search.
- Recommendations represent cases in which YouTube is proactively suggesting content to the volunteer.
By comparing the Regret rate for recommendations to the rate for searches, it is clear that recommendations are disproportionately responsible for YouTube Regrets. The rate for searches is 9.6 Regrets out of every 10,000 videos watched, while the rate for recommendations is 13.9 Regrets out of every 10,000, or 40% higher. Recommendations also represent 71% of the regretted videos reported to us.

For reference, YouTube’s published Violative View Rate, which represents the view rate for videos that violate YouTube’s policies, is around 17 videos out of every 10,000. The fact that our rates (13.9 out of 10,000 for recommendations) are not in excess of YouTube’s own published findings adds some support to the validity of our concept of regretted videos.

Reported videos also accumulated views faster than other videos. At the time they were reported, YouTube Regrets had a median 5,794 views per day they were on the platform, which is 70% higher than that of other videos our volunteers watched (in the trail prior to reported videos), which had a median of only 3,312 views per day.

In analyzing these “trail” videos, we noticed that some of these trails were totally unrelated to what the volunteer was watching previously. To interrogate this trend, we had research assistants classify the trail videos that accompanied recommended Regrets to determine whether the recommendations seemed related or not. Among recommendations for which we have data on the trail of videos the volunteer followed,
in 43.3% of cases, the regretted recommendation was completely unrelated to the previous videos that the volunteer watched.

For example, one volunteer was watching an Art Garfunkel music video and was recommended a video titled “Trump Debate Moderator EXPOSED as having Deep Democrat Ties, Media Bias Reaches BREAKING Point.” Comments that volunteers submitted along with these videos suggested that volunteers were exhausted and annoyed by being recommended videos that were unrelated to what they watched previously, particularly when those videos went against their beliefs or presented a viewpoint that they disagreed with.

**The video being reported**

![Art Garfunkel and his son cover The Everly Brothers live in Napa, May 12, 2019 (4K)](image1)

Trump Debate Moderator EXPOSED as having Deep Democrat Ties, Media Bias Reaches BREAKING Point

166310 views - Oct 18, 2020

After watching a Mozilla video called “Memes, Misinfo, and the Election - October 12, 2020,” a volunteer was recommended a video called “Global Warming: Fact or Fiction? Featuring Physicists Willie Soon and Elliott D. Bloom.” In a comment, the volunteer wrote that they were surprised to see a video denying climate change suggested after they were watching a Mozilla video.

**The video being reported**

![Global Warming: Fact or Fiction? Featuring Physicists Willie Soon and Elliott D. Bloom](image2)

Global Warming: Fact or Fiction? Featuring Physicists Willie Soon and Elliott D. Bloom

592557 views - Aug 16, 2019
After watching videos about the U.S. military, a volunteer was recommended a video called “Man humiliates feminist in viral video,” which is misogynistic, sexist and discriminatory against women.

3. Non-English speakers are hit the hardest

The Summary

“YouTube’s Community Guidelines are enforced consistently across the globe, regardless of where the content is uploaded.” —YouTube, 2021, “YouTube Community Guidelines Enforcement Transparency Report”

- **Non-English speakers are hit the hardest.** The rate of YouTube Regrets is 60% higher in countries that do not have English as a primary language.

- **Pandemic-related reports are particularly prolific in non-English languages.** Among English-language YouTube Regrets that our research assistants determined should not be on or recommended by YouTube, 14% are pandemic-related. For non-English Regrets, the rate is 36%.

The Story

In 2017, approximately 700,000 people from the Rohingya community, an ethnic Muslim minority group in Myanmar, were forced to flee into neighbouring Bangladesh to escape killings, mass rapes and burning of their villages. Months later, the UN Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar released a report highlighting how Facebook had created an “enabling environment” for atrocities committed by the Myanmar military in Rakhine State, home to Rohingya and other ethnic minorities. A Reuters investigation found “poisonous posts calling the Rohingya or other Muslims dogs, maggots and rapists, suggesting they be fed to pigs, and urge
they be shot or exterminated." The hate speech that thrived and amplified on Facebook was generally cited as a significant precursor to the genocide that resulted. As Reuters noted, almost all of these posts were in the main local language, Burmese. And almost all of them violated Facebook’s policies.

The point is: The policies of platforms and the enforcement of those policies are very different matters. And unfortunately, platform policies are enforced very differently in different parts of the world. One reason for this is because algorithms used to detect policy violations and to recommend videos rely on language-specific machine learning models. That means that companies have to train their algorithms using data from different languages and country contexts. However, many platforms prioritize training on English-language data, which is why they perform better in these contexts.

While YouTube has not released data about this, they acknowledge that their recommendation systems contribute to the spread of “borderline content,” content which skirts the borders of their Community Guidelines without actually violating them. When the company announced policy changes intended to address this problem, they focused first on the United States and other English-speaking countries. More than two years later they announced that they rolled out these changes in every market where they operate, though to our knowledge the company has never released any metrics about the success of these efforts anywhere outside of the United States.

Our research found that YouTube Regrets were 60% higher in non-English speaking countries. Moreover, we found that for the videos that our research assistants determined should not be on or recommended by YouTube, videos related to the pandemic were more prevalent in non-English languages.

When people all over the world use YouTube to access critical information, such as health information during a global pandemic, the consequences of this variability could be disastrous. A recent report from EU Disinfo Lab revealed how a French-language Covid-19 conspiracy video called “Hold Up” (akin to the English-language video “Plandemic”), which violates YouTube’s policies on medical misinformation, was still available on the platform more than six months after it was released and had generated millions of views. This charts with research produced by the Election Integrity Partnership which found that during the 2020 U.S. elections, non-English election-related misinformation on Twitter and YouTube lacked labels or other enforcement action, and it was not clear what languages YouTube’s policies were being enforced in.

Someone's language should not determine whether they are protected online or not. Platforms like YouTube have a responsibility to everyone who uses their platform, not only people who live in English-speaking countries and speak English. The systemic
lack of transparency and attention to this issue reinforces the importance of transparency tools like RegretsReporter in providing community oversight into how platforms are enforcing (or not enforcing) their own policies consistently.

The Data

We calculated Regret rates by country using GeolP lookup, which tells us which country our volunteers are accessing YouTube from. We found that the highest Regret rates, over 20 Regrets per 10,000 videos watched, were in Brazil, Germany, and France. In fact, the top seven countries all have a non-English primary language and the U.S. is the only primary-English country in the top 14 highest Regret rates. Among the bottom 14 of the countries shown, with the lowest Regret rates, there are five primary-English countries.

It is clear that Regret rates are lower in primary-English countries. In fact, among countries classified as having English as a primary language, the rate is 11.0 Regrets per 10,000 videos watched (95% confidence interval is 10.4 to 11.7). In countries with a non-English primary language, the rate is 17.5 Regrets per 10,000 videos watched (95% confidence interval is 16.8 to 18.3). Thus we see a clear statistically significant difference, with countries with non-English primary languages having 60% higher Regret rates.
The error bars show a 95% confidence interval for the Regret rate. Due to limited data in many countries, these confidence intervals are wide in some cases, but the findings are all statistically significant. Note that we only show the countries for which we have enough data to make more accurate estimates, as measured by confidence interval width.

We classified the primary language of a country using the CIA World Factbook; we choose the primary language as that with the highest proportion of people speaking it as a first language when possible, or with the highest prevalence, when first-language data is not available. Our classification covers the countries providing the majority of our data (responsible for 94% of Regret reports) as either English or non-English primary language.
Pandemic-related content was a notable segment of our Regret reports and was particularly rampant in non-English videos. We analyzed the videos that our research assistants determined should either not be on YT or not be recommended and found that among those videos in English, only 14% are pandemic-related. But among regretted videos that are not in English, the rate is 36%—more than a third of these Regrets in languages other than English are related to the pandemic.

For example, in this Portuguese livestream video called “Corrupt biden, judicialization of the vaccine and enough of hysteria!” this person defends conspiracy theories about the coronavirus.

**The video being reported**

![An image of a man in a library with a text overlay in Portuguese: “Biden corrupo, judicialização da vacina e chega de histeria!” 6 views - Stream iniciado há 57 minutos.](image)

This Slovak video was reported to us, which talks about how the pandemic is not true and is a hoax. At the time that this video was reported to us, it had more than 300,000 views.

**The video being reported**

![An image of a man holding a map with text overlay in Slovak: “Celoplošné testovanie: flasko a konflikt od prvej chvíle” 300385 views - 19 Oct 2020.](image)
In this Greek audio recording of a podcast/lecture discussing the pandemic, the speaker suggests that the pandemic is a convenient way for the Greek government to further their priorities.

**The video being reported**

![Image of a podcast/lecture](image)

There are many possible explanations for this finding, including cultural differences around reporting or internet usage. However, our data suggests that YouTube has a bigger problem with regrettable content in non-English markets.

**Recommendations**

Our research suggests that the corporate policies and practices of YouTube, including the design and operation of their recommendation algorithms, is at least partially responsible for the regrettable experiences that our volunteers had on the platform. We believe our research has revealed is only the tip of the iceberg, and that each of these findings deserves and requires further scrutiny. We also recognise that without intervention to enable greater scrutiny of YouTube’s algorithms, these problems will continue to go unchecked and the consequences on our communities will build. Despite the progress that YouTube claims to have made on these issues, it is still nearly
impossible for researchers to verify these claims, nor study YouTube’s recommendation algorithms.

Our recommendations to YouTube and other platforms

1. **Enable independent audits of recommendation systems.**

   For true accountability it is essential that oversight entities and public interest researchers can ‘look under the hood’ of platforms like YouTube to better understand and assess how the design and operational practices associated with their recommendation systems may be contributing to online harms.

   To that end, YouTube and other platforms should make a concerted effort to facilitate researchers’ efforts to study the risks and harms associated with their recommendation systems. Crucially, these data access regimes must be robust and far beyond what is offered by platforms like YouTube today, because as our report has highlighted, there are simply too many gaps.

   Rather than piecemeal and superficial insight, researchers—on condition of adhering to data protection and security protocols—should be empowered to conduct tests on recommendation systems, gain access to information about the metrics optimized by recommendation systems, access the source code of the recommendation system, access training data used to train machine learning models and review documentation related to trust and safety practices.

   This kind of transparency will help ensure that we can identify the hidden harms in the recommendations ecosystem, and develop the commercial and regulatory solutions to address them.

2. **Publish information about how recommendation systems work as well as transparency reports that give sufficient insight into problem areas and progress over time.**

   Recommendation systems are the key content delivery mechanism for platforms like YouTube, and a crucial site of trust and safety interventions. In recognition of the importance of recommender systems in amplifying harmful content, YouTube’s transparency reports should provide meaningful information about the interplay between content moderation measures and recommender systems. This should include granular data that can help researchers understand how recommendation systems may contribute to the spread of harmful content and
independently verify whether the steps that YouTube are taking to reduce recommendations of harmful content are actually working as they say.

YouTube today provides no transparency into how it defines and treats borderline content. YouTube needs to step up and address this transparency gap. YouTube should expand its transparency reporting to include information about how the platform specifically defines ‘borderline content’, the content moderation methodologies it applies to such content (e.g. downranking; deprioritizing), and aggregate data that can help assess the issues associated with this category of content on the services (e.g. how many times YouTube’s recommends borderline content and the overall amount of such content on the platform).

Importantly, this information should be accessible on a designated information site—not simply buried in the Terms of Service—comprehensive, and communicated in an intelligible manner. And to monitor for regional disparities, this information should be broken down by country/geography as well as language.

3. **Give people more control over how their data is used as an input to deliver recommendations, and the output of those recommendations.**

Platforms should give people more control over which of their data is used to generate recommendations. People should also have full insight into and control over other information that is considered in making recommendations. For instance, people should have the option to exclude data collected from other related products/services (e.g., Google data used to inform YouTube recommendations), from previous engagement with certain content/pages/users, or data about other people that is used to generate recommendations.

Platforms should allow people to customize the recommendations or content displayed to them in order to better protect their safety on the platform by providing additional controls or choices. This should include, for example, the ability to exclude certain keywords, types of content, or channels from recommendations. It should also include the ability to control whether and to what extent ‘borderline content’ or specific categories of content on the platform (e.g. news, sports) appear in recommendations.

These controls should be accessible through centralized user settings as well as incorporated into the interface that displays algorithmic recommendations. Where possible, platforms should use plain language that describes the outcome that will result from using a control rather than the signal that the control will
send (e.g., “Block future recommendations from this channel” instead of “I don’t like this recommendation”).

4. **Implement rigorous, recurring risk management programs that are dedicated to recommender systems.**

Platforms should systematically identify, evaluate, and manage on a continuous basis the risks to individuals and the public interest that may arise from the designing, functioning, or use made of the recommender system. Such a risk assessment should take account of both of the probability of a harm occurring as well as the potential magnitude of harm. By following this more comprehensive approach to risk management, platforms would be able to better take stock not only of business and reputational risks but also of the intended and unintended externalities caused by their services.

5. **Allow people to opt out of personalization.**

Platforms, including YouTube, should provide people with an option to opt-out of personalized recommendations in favor of receiving chronological, contextual, or purely search term-based recommendations. Access to the service should not be conditional on seeing recommendations (or any other personalization choices made by people).

---

**Our recommendations to policymakers**

1. **Require YouTube and other platforms to release information and create tools that enable researchers to scrutinize their recommendation algorithms through audits and data access provisions.**

   Policymakers should introduce regulations requiring platforms to provide transparency into their recommendation algorithms, as well as robust data access frameworks that enable independent research into social media platforms. This is already being proposed in the European Commission’s proposal for a Digital Services Act (DSA) and policymakers in a number of other jurisdictions have signalled a desire to advance similar transparency and oversight regimes. Policymakers must recognize that YouTube and other platforms are **not stepping up** to provide this much-needed transparency voluntarily, and that regulatory interventions are necessary.

2. **Ensure policy frameworks are attuned to the issues and risks unique to content recommender systems.**
If and when crafting frameworks for online content responsibility, policymakers should ensure that those regulations incentivize trust and safety responsibility for content recommender systems. There are numerous different approaches for how this might be achieved (e.g. through obligations to undertake risk assessments or offer greater end-user controls), but in principle, regulations that concern online content responsibility should ensure that platforms take due account of the risks when designing and operating automated systems that amplify content at scale.

3. **Protect researchers, journalists, and other watchdogs who use alternative methods to investigate platforms.**

Policymakers should create safe harbor provisions or other protections that shield researchers who are conducting public-interest research independent of platform-provided data access channels from legal threats. This could prevent platforms from becoming bottlenecks in granting access to data. To this end, existing legislation should be amended or clarified. For instance, significant uncertainty remains as to the scope of research exceptions provided for in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR); and despite the U.S. Supreme Court’s encouraging recent van Buren ruling, some open questions remain on how the U.S. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) applies to public interest research online. To resolve such uncertainty, safe harbor provisions could bar platforms from blocking tools used for research or imposing rate limits. Provisions could provide better protections for researchers scraping data from platforms, or conducting sock puppet audits, when this would currently be in violation of platforms’ Terms of Service.

Our recommendations to people who use YouTube

1. **Get informed about how YouTube recommendations work.**

Check out Mozilla’s video series “Mozilla Explains: Recommendation Engines” and “Mozilla Explains: Recommendation Engines part 2” for more in-depth information about how YouTube and other platforms that deliver algorithmic recommendations work.

2. **Check your data settings** on YouTube and Google to make sure you have the right controls in place for yourself and your family.

Many people aren’t aware that these settings exist, since they can be hard to find from the YouTube homepage. Our pro tip is to make sure you check your “watch”
and “search” history to edit out any videos that you don’t want influencing your recommendations, or consider turning this off altogether. This can be particularly helpful if you share a computer with other people. You can also visit this page to learn about how to turn off Autoplay on YouTube from your mobile, TV, or computer.

3. **Download RegretsReporter** to contribute your data to our crowdsourced research!

Mozilla will continue to operate RegretsReporter as an independent tool for scrutinizing YouTube’s recommendation algorithm. We plan to update the extension to give people an easier way to access YouTube’s user controls to block unwanted recommendations, and will continue to publish our analysis and future recommendations.

## Conclusion

YouTube’s algorithm plays a huge role in shaping what we believe both as individuals and as a society. Research by Mozilla and countless other experts has confirmed that there are significant harms associated with YouTube’s algorithms. If these experiences are as common as our research suggests and replicated across other AI systems (which is realistic given commercial offerings like Google’s Recommendations AI), the consequences will be significant.

There are many experts who argue that these problems are not actually errors with the algorithm—rather, they are the output of YouTube’s algorithm working exactly how it should and that there is a fundamental misalignment between algorithms optimized to further business incentives and those optimized for the well-being of people. That may well be true. What is definitely true is that algorithms that are this consequential should not be deployed without proper oversight. And transparency is an essential first step.

“Borderline” content is inherently subjective and difficult to regulate, whether in code or in public policy. But it is because it is difficult that it is so important to study, debate, and attempt to understand. We were only able to do this because we had the skills and resources to create a tool that would enable us to do so—and we shouldn’t have to do that. YouTube could embrace openness and enable research like ours, but they have chosen not to. They have instead built a house of cards by trying to manage these consequential decisions entirely on their own. Communities around the world are
impacted by the decisions that YouTube makes in their Silicon Valley boardrooms, and those communities deserve insight and input into these decisions.

YouTube has made it clear that they are taking the wrong approach to managing this responsibility. We will only get closer to the right approach with greater openness, transparency, accountability, and humility.

Methodology

Research Questions

Our research began with the following questions:

1. **What videos are being reported as regrettable?**
2. **What categories does reported regrettable content fall under?**
3. Are there identifiable patterns in terms of frequency or severity of reported regrettable content?
4. Are there specific YouTube usage patterns that lead to encountering and reporting regrettable content?
5. **Are there geographical variations in Regret rates or types?**
6. **What is the frequency of reported regrettable experiences and how does this vary by entry point?**
7. Does the report frequency change for people after they send their first report and how does this vary by category or severity?
8. **What are the qualitative characteristics of the YouTube Regrets and the recent watch history preceding the reports? Are there identifiable patterns?**

Ultimately, our dataset allowed us to answer questions 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8 (marked in bold).

RegretsReporter Extension

RegretsReporter is a browser extension, available for Firefox and Chrome, that enables volunteers to send data to Mozilla about regrettable videos that they watch on YouTube. With RegretsReporter installed, volunteers can click the RegretsReporter icon
in their browser bar on a YouTube video page to generate a report form. The report form prompts them to answer a series of questions about their experience and gives them a summary of the data that will be sent to Mozilla.

When a report is sent, Mozilla receives information about the reported video, including the title, description, view count, entry point (recommendation, search, etc.) and a link to the video watch page, as well as the optional volunteer-provided data such as category, comment, and severity rating. This allows us to understand the experience being reported and see what types of videos are regretted.

Mozilla may also receive a “trail” of how the volunteer arrived at the reported video, if the volunteer chooses to send this information. The trail includes, at maximum, the last five pages loaded on the YouTube site, within at maximum the last five hours before making the report. This information allows us to analyze the chain of recommendations or other actions that led the volunteer to the reported video. In order to calculate the rates or frequency of Regrets, RegretsReporter also receives data about each volunteer’s YouTube use, recording no detail of which videos are watched or exactly when YouTube is used, but instead an overall measure of how many videos are watched. This usage data is essential to calculate Regret rates broken down by various factors. Finally, any data that is sent to Mozilla includes the country that each volunteer is visiting YouTube from based on GeoIP lookup, allowing us to analyze how Regret rates vary between countries.

RegretsReporter is open source, which means that anyone can access the code. RegretsReporter was built using Mozilla’s lean data principles, which means that it
collects only data that is necessary to achieve our research aims. RegretsReporter does not collect or store any personal data about the volunteers who use it.

People-powered dataset

Since YouTube does not make data available to researchers, we developed a citizen science approach to collecting data needed to answer our research questions. Building on and inspired by past investigations, RegretsReporter is the largest-ever crowdsourced investigation into YouTube’s recommendation system. Our dataset is powered by 37,380 volunteers across 190 countries who installed the RegretsReporter browser extensions for Firefox and Chrome. Of our total volunteer contributors, 1,662 submitted at least one report, for a total of 3,362 reports coming from 91 countries, submitted between July 2020 and May 2021. Volunteers who downloaded the extension but did not file a report were still an important part of our study. Their data—for example, how often they use YouTube—was essential to our understanding of how frequent regrettable experiences are on YouTube and how this varies between countries.

This people-powered approach captures the real lived experience of people who use YouTube and, critically, allows us some insight into the algorithm despite YouTube’s unwillingness to provide data to researchers. However, there are methodological limitations to our approach, including:

- Selection bias: Our volunteers are a particular group of people and our findings may not generalize across all YouTube users.

- Reporting bias: There may be many factors that affect whether a volunteer reports a particular video.

- Regret concept: The concept of a YouTube Regret is (intentionally) non-specific, and different volunteers may make reports based on different notions of “regret” than others.

- The observational nature of the study means that, while we can confidently state “what” is happening, we are not able to confidently infer the “why”. For example, we do not know why YouTube chose to recommend any particular video to any particular volunteer.

---

3 Calculating frequency of Regrets depends both on the number of Regrets experienced and on the total number of videos watched - 1 Regret out of 5 videos watched is very different from 1 Regret out of 100 videos watched. Thus, the number of videos watched by our volunteers is critical, even for volunteers that made no reports.
Despite these limitations, our results offer insight into problems on YouTube from the lived perspective of real people from all around the world. We believe that the limitations of our research underscore the need for YouTube to provide data to researchers.

Analysis methods

The RegretsReporter extension transmits collected data through Mozilla’s telemetry system and then stores it in Mozilla’s data warehouse. Analysis was performed using BigQuery and Python, primarily in the Google Colab environment. The analysis code used is publicly available here.

We used several different methods in our analysis, employing desk research, statistical methods, and qualitative analysis to address our research questions.

Statistical methods entailed calculation of counts, proportions, and rates, while slicing by relevant variables. Inferential techniques were applied including calculation of confidence intervals and evaluation of hypothesis tests. All differences described in this report were statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level, and all statistical significance was evaluated at this level.

We began the qualitative analysis process by convening a working group of experts (named individually in the Acknowledgements section of this report) with backgrounds in online harms, freedom of expression, and tech policy. The working group was tasked with watching reported videos from the dataset, and then identifying themes. Over the course of three months, the working group developed a conceptual framework for classifying some of the videos, based on YouTube’s Community Guidelines. The working group decided to use YouTube’s Community Guidelines to guide the qualitative analysis because it provides a useful taxonomy of problematic video content and also represents a commitment from YouTube as to what sort of content should be included on their platform.

A team of 41 research assistants (named individually in the Acknowledgements section of this report) employed by the University of Exeter then used this conceptual framework to assess each reported video. The framework asked the research assistants to answer questions such as:

- Do you think this video should be on YouTube?
- Do you think this video should be recommended on Watch Next and on the YouTube Homepage?
If you’ve answered NO to any of the questions above: Which Community Guideline category do you believe the video may violate?

The research assistants also analyzed the qualitative characteristics of the recommendation trails that led to the regretted video (when available) and answered additional questions such as the primary language of the video and whether it was about the Covid-19 pandemic, which helped other elements of our analysis.

From 7-15 June, the research assistants analyzed 1141 or 33.9% of the total 3362 reports.

Report data was collected starting on July 22 of 2020, first with a select beta test group, followed by general availability in September of 2020. We cut off the data for analysis on May 31, 2021. There were two data cleaning procedures applied:

**Inactive criteria.** Some volunteers continued to leave the extension installed, but made no use of the reporting functionality. Given that the intent for installing the extensions was to make reports, we consider these volunteers as inactive if they have made no reports for 56 days (two 28-day months) after their last report, or since installation in the case they have made no reports. The volunteer’s usage data is not counted after this 56-day period ends. If the volunteer goes inactive and then makes a report, they are reactivated and their full usage data is counted.

We feel this cutoff period is appropriate as 91% of volunteers that made a report did so within the first 56 days after installing RegretsReporter.

**Outlier criteria.** Two volunteers appear to have used the extension in a manner that is not consistent with our general population of volunteers. These two volunteers filed 231 and 109 reports respectively, while the next most prolific volunteers filed 65, 53, and 37. We felt that inclusion of the data from these two volunteers would detract from the generalizability of our results, so excluded them from analysis.

**Disclosures**

Mozilla is firmly committed to being carbon-neutral and will significantly reduce our greenhouse gas (GHG) footprint year over year aligning to, and aiming to exceed, the net zero emissions commitment of the Paris Climate Agreement. We use Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to host RegretsReporter and process queries. GCP is 100% carbon-neutral, and RegretsReporter primarily uses GCP infrastructure based in Oregon, which uses 89% carbon-free energy. The full scope of carbon emissions...
associated with RegretsReporter will be calculated and disclosed in Mozilla's next Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventory, due to be released in 2022.

All data collected and processed for this project was handled by either Mozilla employees or by researchers contractually bound by Mozilla’s privacy, security, data processing, and confidentiality policies.

We acknowledge the breadth of research into the psychological impacts of content moderation and related work. The team who worked on this research, including research assistants from the University of Exeter who watched the bulk of the videos reported to support our analysis, were provided with psychological support during the course of this research.

Google is the default search engine in Firefox in many regions of the world. Despite this relationship, Mozilla has a long history of advocating for greater transparency and accountability from YouTube and other online platforms.
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